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THE GROWTH OF ENTIRE SOLUTIONS OF DIFFERENTIAL EQUATIONS OF FINITE AND INFINITE ORDER by Lawrence GRUMAN
Let /(z) be an entire function (of one or several variables) of finite order p. A proximate order p(r) is a function which satisfies the conditions lim p{r) = p and lim r p\r) In r = 0 .
(1)
r ->oo r->oo
The function L(r) = r^ -p satisfies
L(kr)
lim ---= 1 uniformly for 0 < a < k < b < o° .
(2) r-»oo L(/-)
We assume in addition that lim L(r) exists (perhaps infinite). For r ->oo every entire function of order p, there exists a proximate order p(r) with respect to which /(z) has normal type [5] . If f(z) is of normal type with respect to the proximate order p(^), it follows from (2) that these functions are pluri-subharmonic and real positive homogeneous (resp. complex homogeneous) of order p [4] . The function h^(z) (resp. h^(z)) is called the radial (resp. circular) indicator of growth function of /(z).
A convex homogeneous function g(z) is one which satisfieŝ (z^ + z^) < g(z^) + g(z^) and g(tz) = tg(z), t > 0. To every convex
If the dimension n == 1, these two functions are the same [5] .
In § 1, we investigate for the case n = 1 the relationship between the growth of the function f(z) and that of solutions u(z) of the dif- Let p(z) be a complex norm (i.e. p(Xz) = |X|^(z), XEC), Bt he space of functions which satisfy a maj oration |/(z)|<CAexp{(A^(z)n and E^ = 0 B^. In [8] , A. Martineau introduced the notion of a A ^^ 1't constant coefficient differential operator as a convolution operator on the dual space (E^)' of continuous linear functionals defined on E^. We will take as our definition of such an operator the transpose, which is a linear operator on the space E^ into itself. This category includes the usual constant coefficient differential operator as a special case. For p > 1, Martineau showed that for every such operator jn on E^ and every /GE^, there exists a solution ^^E^ of the equation fi(g) = /.
In § 2, we extend this notion and this result to the case ofp(z) a pseudo-norm and p(r) a proximate order (p ^ 1), including the important case of p < 1. In § 3, we extend this notion and result to the case p = 1 and p(z) an arbitrary convex homogeneous function. In § 4, we extend this notion and result to those functions which satisfy a majoration of the type exp{k (\r\r) p } for p > 1.
Remark. -The case of proximate orders for p = 1 is rendered much more difficult by the special role played by the exponentials. We do not treat this case.
Ordinary differential equations.
Let f(z) be an entire function of a single variable and h^(z) its indicator function with respect to a proximate order p{r). We will henceforth in this section use the notation kAQ) = h^(e 16 ), which is the standard notation for n = 1. If u(z) is a solution of the constant coefficient differential equation P(D) u = /, then it is an easy consequence of Cauchy's theorem that kAO) < k^(0). We are interested in seeing if we can choose a solution such that equality holds (at least locally). We will need LEMMA 1. Proof. -For0^ < 6^ < 6^ and^ -6^ < TT/R, we have [5, p. 70] (^)sinp(^ -03)+fe/02)sinp(03-0,) + 4-^(03)sinp(0i -6^)<0 .
Thus, any two disjoint intervals on which k^(6) is negative are separated by an interval of length at least TT/R on which k^(9) is nonnegative. Q.E.D.
THEOREM 1. -Let f{z) be an entire function with indicator k.(Q) with respect to the proximate order p(r). Then there exists a solution u(z) of the differential equation
ii) k^(Q) < k^(6) < A^(0) = max (k^(Q\ 0) for p > 1 and for any specific interval (0^ , 6^) on which kAQ) is negative, there exists a unique solution u with this property such that k^(6) == k^ (6) for <0 <02-Proof. -It is enough to consider solutions of the equation (D -a) u = f and then iterate the result. All such solutions are given by u(z) = e^ f f^)e-^d^ + Ce^ .
If for some open interval of 0, the function /(z)^-^ has negative indicator (with respect to any proximate order), then
defines a constant for all 6 in this interval. If there is no such region, we choose C = 0. By Lemma 1, for p < 1, there is at most one such interval, but for p > 1 there may be more than one such interval and we may only be able to choose C to satisfy this relation in one of the intervals. (This explains the difference between i) and ii) above).
From (1), we have that
Let us consider the case p < 1. 
K^re^^^ .
The case p > 1 is treated similarly (for p = 1, we must make use of the assumption that lim r^^'^ exists). Remark. -It follows from Theorem 6 below that if P(D) has a non-zero constant term, then for p < 1, the solution u(z) in i) is unique.
The following example shows that it is not always possible to find a solution u of P(D) u = / with the same indicator as /. Let f(z) = e 2 and let u be a solution of Du = f. The function /(z) has two intervals on which its indicator is negative/If we integrate f(z) along the positive imaginary axis, we obtain a constant different from that which we obtain by integrating along the negative imaginary axis.
There is even a more intimate connection between the growth of the function f(z) and the solution u(z) of P(D) u = f. If /(z) grows regularly in a given direction, then so will u(z). We introduce our criterion for regularity of growth. 
where r takes on all values except perhaps for some E°-set.
Remark. -The property of being of completely regular growth is not invariant with respect to a change in proximate orders. 16 , so is u(z).
THEOREM 2. -// u(z) is a solution of P(D) u = f for an entire function f(z) and if p(r) is a proximate order with respect to which both kAQ) and k^(6) are bounded, then if f(z) is of completely regular growth along the ray re
Proof. -We consider a solution of (D -a) u = f. By Theorem 1, for given 0, there is an interval (6^ , Q^) containing Q such that u = w 4-C e^ and w has the same indicator as / in the interval \n\u{re i6 )\ (0^ , 6^). Thus, if k^(6) ^ ^(0), we have that ^lim --^-exists with no exceptional set. Hence, in the following, we assume that k^(0) = kAQ). We assume without loss of generality that 0=0.
Let c and 17 be given positive numbers. Then there exists a set E, of upper relative measure less than 17/4 such that if r^E^ , the
Thus, there is a § > 0 such that for |0| < 5,
Since / is of completely regular growth along the positive real axis, given 7 > 0 (depending eventually on 17 and £), for r not in some E°-set E^ , 
So by (5) for rf E^ and r sufficiently large, there exists w with | w -r | = 1 such that, noting 0^, = arg w, Remark. -The fact that a function is of completely regular growth in an interval has important consequences for the distribution of its zeros. This is fully discussed in [5] .
Differential operators with constant coefficients.
Let p^(z) be a decreasing sequence of real valued functions and \ the space of entire functions such that \f(z)exp{-p (z)} | goes to zero at infinity. This is a Lanach space with norm 11/11,, = sup |/(z)exp{--^(z)}| .
We then set E =^B^ (6) which is a Frechet space when we equip it with the projective limit topology. If B^ is the dual space of B^ , E' that ofE, then E' == U B' . n n Let p(z) be a complex pseudo-norm and p(r) a proximate order The space E^ will designate the space we get in (6) by setting
and we use the Euclidean ' n ) norm). The space E° will be the space we get in (6) by setting p^(z) = [|z H 17 " (the space of entire functions of zero order).
For a given proximate order p(r), we have by (4) that r^^ is increasing for sufficiently large r. For a given integer q, we define 0(^) = ^ to be the largest solution of q = r^. Then the type with respect to p(r) of an entire function of one variable with coefficients Cq (in its Taylor series expansion at the origin) is given by the formula We define the Fourier-Borel transform of the functional jn^ to be the entire function ju^(i0 = jL^(exp <Z,M>). Then we have [3] , [7] . and from (7) and Proposition 1, we havê^^W^^^p^)
for n sufficiently large. From the relation ^ 0^) = -'-^(z 0 '), we see for n sufficiently large (resp. for p sufficiently small).
For p. E (E^^V (resp. (E°)'), we define its Fourier-Borel transform to be the formal power series It is an easy calculation to show that p*(r) satisfies the conditions (1) and so is a proximate order. For p > 1, we designate are all reversible, the mapping is also onto. This proves case i). Cases ii) and iii) follow directly from (8) .
Q.E.D.
Let ft G (E^^Y. Then for any other element v, we define the convolution of v with 71, ^ * v = r by (/(z), ^ * v) = (^ f(z + w), ^). This is defined at least on the polynomials, which are dense in E^^. For p > 1, it is also defined on the exponentials [8] . We then have the relationship (for p ^ 1) ^r(u) = ?(^)' ^(u\ which, for the case p < 1, follows from LEMMA 2.
-For ^(u\ "P(U) G Q^^ (resp. Q^), w^ /z( u) = jn(^) ^C^EQ^ (wp. Q^) for p <\ (i.e. these spaces are algebras).
Proof. -We choose n^ so large so that for ^ > ^ , (8) holds for both p. and ^. Consider such an n and let c > 0 be given. Then there exist constants C^ and C^ such that Thus, by Theorem 3, for p < 1, the mapping v -> p. * v is a map of (E^V (resp^ (E 0 /) into (E^V (resp. (E^). If p > 1, this is only the case if fi{u) is of minimal type with respect to the proximate order ?*(/'). Assuming fi to satisfy these conditions, we define fi to be the transpose of jn, (f!i(f), v) = (/, ^ * ^). We are interested in proving that the mapping ^(E^^) (resp. E°) is onto (i.e. that there always exists a solution g such that ^(g) =/). We will make use of [cf. 9, p. 85].
PROPOSITION 2. -Let E, F be two Frechet spaces, a a continuous linear map of E into F. The two following are equivalent i) a is onto ii) ^ : F' -^ E' ^/z^ transpose map) is one-to'one and its imagê a(F')
ls ^^kly closed in E'.
We shall prove the closure of fi * v in the equivalent spaces as determined by Theorem 3, but first we must equip these spaces with topologies. For p > 1, we equip the space F^-^ with the topology of pointwise convergence. For p < 1, we equip Q^ (resp. Q^) with the topology of convergence of Taylofs series coefficients. Each of these topologies is at least as weak as the weak topology.
We define a differential operator with constant coefficients (with respect to a given proximate order p(r)) to be i) ^ for ju G (E^^V for p < 1
ii) fl for ix G (E°y iii) ]i for IJL E (E^^V such that ^(u) is of minimal type with respect to ?*(/•) for p > 1.
For p > 1, the mapping T^(u) -> ^(u) ^v(u) is closed in the topology we have chosen (the proof is carried out in [8] ; the modifications necessary to treat the case of proximate orders are obvious). Thus, we limit ourselves to the case p < 1 and E°. 
Tc(^)
We now show by induction that there exist constants K (with K^-! ^ K^) such that
where K^ = K^ _, for q sufficiently large.
For q = 0, it follows from Lemma 3. We assume it true for q <<7o -
We assume that the function r 1 "^^ is increasing. By (1), this holds eventually, so this is an inessential assumption Let us assume for the moment that k + 5 < -(q^ 4-5). Then
where 7 > 3 --2 1-p >T(^ +^) 3 .
For (fc 4-s) < a + 1
where j3 == max ^^p (r<t+s) ) for <7Q sufficiently large. By symmetry, similar inequalities exist if we replace (k + s) by m. We choose Kg (!+ §)' 1 <7o so large that ------^ < --. Thus
for q^ sufficiently large, which establishes the induction. which proves the theorem.
Q^ (r^p. Qo) fl^d assume To ^ 0. 77^72 r/!^ ex^ a unique GWeQ^ (resp. Qo) ^c/z that F(u) G(u) = H(^).
Proof. -It is well known that the set of formal power series with non-zero constant term forms a group under multiplication. By Theorem 4, GO^GQ^ (resp. Q^).
Combining Theorem 4 with Proposition 2, we obtain the following THEOREM 5. -Let ii be a differential operator with constant coefficients for some space ^p (r) for a complex pseudo-norm p(z) and a proximate order p(r) (p ^ 1) (resp. E°). Then for /EE^( resp. E°), there always exists g^E^ (resp. E°) such that {i(g) = f. For p < 1 (resp. E°), ;/ ^i(l) ^ 0, the solution g is unique.
Proof. -As a result of Theorem 4, the mapping v -> ^ * v is one-to-one and closed. If ]l(u) has a non-zero constant term, then by the corollary to Theorem 4, this mapping is also onto, so its transpose p. is one-to-one.
We now show that for p < 1, the uniqueness of the solution has important consequences for the circular indicator function. Instead of a complex pseudo-norm, we let PQ(Z) be any positive upper semicontinuous complex homogeneous function (i.e. ^o(Xz) = |X|po(z)). We construct the space E^^ as in (6) . This determines two concentric circles in the (Xz^) line. We choose a radius A-< °° between the radii of these two concentric circles and z o E so small that the convex set
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K^={z:||zj|<^, /t Iz.l^^CD.
V i^2
We define p^ (z) = inf r, which is a complex norm. Since Dg Q.E.D.
In particular, if P(D) is a differential polynomial with constant coefficients and non-zero constant term, then for p < 1, there is a unique solution g of the differential equation P(D)g =/where g has the same circular indicator as /.
The case of p = 1 and convex functions.
Let h^ be a convex function, K the associated convex compact set. We make the space E^ of entire functions P(u) whose convex indicator functions are less than or equal to h^ into a Frechet space as in (6) by choosing p^(z) = h^(z) 4--||z || ; (E^ V is its dual space. n k
We have the following characterization of (E^ )' [8] . We recall some of the basic notions that A. Martineau [8] used in defining the projective Laplace transformation of a function f(z) of exponential type. Let V be an ^-dimensional linear vector space, V its dual. Let P(V) be the projective space obtained from V by adding the points at infinity, P(V') that obtained from V by adding the points at infinity. We write the coordinates of P(V) as(?o,z), those of PCV) as (^, {), and we let i be the hyperplane
We introduce the differential forms 7r(z) = dz^ A . . . A dz^ ,
(d^ omitted) and oj^, z) = 0(S) A 7r(z), which is defined in V x P(V'). This defines a function in C K which is zero at the points at infinitŷ = 0. The function ffy is called the projective Fourier-Borel transform of F. We then have
here ^ is any strictly convex neighborhood of K with regular boundary.
Let jn G (E^ V. We define the Fourier-Borel transform of IJL to be /^(z) = ^(exp < z, u >), which, by Proposition 3, defines a function holomorphic in a neighborhood of K. For v G (E^ )\ we define the convolution of ^ with v as 0 * ii) (F(u)) = ^Oy F (M -h v) ). We refer the reader again to [8] to see that the convolution is well defined. We then have the relationship that fy^Az) = fy(z)' f^(z) where these functions are defined.
On the other hand, let g(z) be a function holomorphic in a neighborhood of K. Then g defines a continuous linear operator S from E^ into E^ bŷ (F(M)) = (^o" 4.) " Proof. -Let / be a representative of / E ^(K) defined in some convex neighborhood a? of K. Since a; is a Runge domain, / can be But h^(z) the circular indicator of /(z), is zero in both the complex line (X(0 , z^)) and (X(z^ , 0)), so that the circular indicator (and hence the radial indicator) of u is strictly greater than that of /.
Functions of slow growth.
In this section, we extend the notion of a differential operator with constant coefficients to entire functions which satisfy a maj oration of the form |/(z)| ^expOn^z)]^
asymptotically for some k > 1 and some norm p(z). These functions are known to have very even growth [1].
We define the logarithmic order p of such a function to be the infemum of all k for which (11) holds. We define the logarithmic type a of f (with respect to a logarithmic order p) to be the infemum of all b such that |/(z)| <C^ exp&Qn^z^ .
These values are clearly independent of the norm used to define them. Remark -We interpret this to mean p = 1 if the limit in (12) is infinite. In this case, if we have a<+°°,wehave a polynomial. We do not consider this case but rather assume that if p = 1 that a = 4-oo .
